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Links Among the 3 Components of Policy Framework for Direction Setting  
Source: Kaiser, Godschalk and Chapin (1995)

Vision



What is Visioning? Why is it 
important in planning?
• Generates a common goal, hope, encouragement, 

inspirational.  Offers a possibility of fundamental change.  
Generates create thinking and passion.

• With problem solving, a group can become mired in 
technical details and politics, and may disagree on how to 
define a problem

• A problem is something negative to move away from, 
where as a vision is something positive to move forward.

• In moving toward a vision, the community is likely to 
encounter a number of problems to be solved.

• Ask, “What would your community be like if you had the 
power to make it any way you wanted?

Source: World Resources Institute (2001)



Christchurch, New Zealand





Text format of Christ Church’s vision



Fact Component

• Facts used to analyze conditions
– Historical
– Existing
– Emerging 
– Predicting

• Types of facts relevant for planning
1. Input to goal formulation and priority setting
2. Explain casual conditions of problems
3. Determine feasibility of policy solutions

• Plans rely on facts that are scientific and ‘emancipatory’ (allow knowledge into discussion)

• How do facts support defensibility of plans?



Goals	Component

• The end toward which effort is directed.
– Values driven
– Non-quantified

• Five types of goals
1. Legacy goals: previously adopted local goals

• Chapel Hill Plan 
(http://www.townofchapelhill.org/home/sho
wdocument?id=15001)

2. Mandated goals: higher level government 
mandate 
• EPA Phase II stormwater requirements

https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/fact1-0.pdf
• Cape Fear River Basin Plan: 

https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-
resources/planning/basin-planning/water-
resource-plans/cape-fear-2005

• Jordan Lake Rules (see slides later)

3. Generic goals: political philosophy, planning 
theory
• Lynch’s theory of good urban form; Beatley’s

and Leopold’s views on ethical land use 
(efficiency, equity, intrinsic rights of nature)

4. Needs driven goals: accommodating change 
based on projections

5. Aspiration goals: derived from citizen 
participation process



Objectives

•Objectives are measures of a goal
–Pollutant levels in surface water
–Acres of protected wetlands

–High school graduation rate
–% of homes affordable to households below community median income

• Indicators & Benchmarks are often built into objectives
– Indicators are measures of progress toward an objective
• Annual change in pollutant levels, change in acres protected

–Benchmarks specify timelines for progress



Policies Component

•A definite course of action 
which leads toward a goal
–A guide for helping to make present 
and future decisions consistent with 
a goal.

•Three types of policies 
–General guidance
•Mandatory: ‘Shall, require, must, restrict’
•Voluntary: ‘Should, consider, encourage’

–Guidance with standards
•Restrict development within 50 feet of 
stream

• 100-year floodplain
• Slope gradient categories used to set 
density of development

–Guidance for specific administrative 
actions
•Commission a study
•Modify an ordinance

•Sources of policies
–Legacy
–Mandate
–Planning literature
–Community aspirations



Example

•Finding:  Your current financial status as a student is that you are 
broke – in the red.

•Goals?
•Objectives?
•Policies?



Some Answers to Example

• Finding:  Your current financial status as a student is that you are broke –
“in the red.”
•Goal:  To be rich.
•Objectives 
–To be worth $10 million by 2040 (benchmark)
–To increase assets by $200,000 annually (indicator)

• Policies
– Invest in gold futures (general guidance)
–Put 60% of savings under mattress (guidance with standard)
–Hire a stock broker to explore investment in the stock market (action)



Examples:  The Good, Chapel Hill
• Finding:  High pollutant levels, including nitrates, phosphates, and fecal coliform, remain 

the most common water quality problem in many of the town’s streams.
• Goal:  A healthy stream network for the benefit of present and future generations.
• Objective
–Reduce ppm of nitrates by 30% by 2020
–Meet state standards to allow town’s streams to be removed from EPA “impaired” designation.

• Policy 1
–Protect vegetation in buffers along all streams (general guidance)
–Prevent development in buffers within 150 feet of stream (guidance with standard)
–Conduct a study to determine most effective stream buffer rules (action)

• Policy 2
–Encourage retrofit in commercial areas with effective BMPs



Example: Check out goals and objectives. 
What do you think?



Example: What do 
you think?

Source: Lee County 
Plan, 1989



Source: Timeline developed by Chapel Hill Stormwater 
Utility (Sept 2007), http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/jordanlake/background

Example of a Mandate: Goals, Objectives, Polices



Example of a Mandate: Polices 
(General Guidance)



Policies

Source: Chapel Hill Stormwater Utility (Sept. 2007)

Example of a Mandate: Policies with Standards


